Home Learning CHALLENGES ______________
English
Create a new cover for the book
you are reading.
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Science/Maths
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Topic/Other

Create a survey (on anything you
like). Use the data to create a
barchart.
For example-you could count the
number of cars which drive past in
an hour.
Plant a seed and measure how much
it grows each week until the end of
term.

Create a poster to advertise the trip
to the beach! Include all the things
we need to take and all the things
we are going to do!

Go for a walk around your local
area-use symbols to create a map of
the area you live in!

Write a prediction for how the
story will end based on what you
have read so far.

Create a shadow diary. Go outside to
the same place once an hour, draw
how your shadow changes
throughout the day. You could take
some pictures!
Bake a cake with your adults.
Measure the ingredients (using g).
Write the recipe. The best attempt
we can copy and send home for all
the class to bake!
Create a summer drink. Measure the
ingredients using ml, write the
recipe for the rest of the class.

Create an alternative ending for
the book you have most recently
finished.

Create a pictogram-you could visit
the park and record how many
different plants/animals you see.

Create a costume for a pirate-use
technical language to label his/her
uniform.

Write a letter to a character in
your book to find out more about
them.
Find 5 words in your book you
don’t know the meaning of and
look them up. Write the definition
in your book.
Draw a comic strip for the book
you have most recently read.

Design a pirate treasure map-use
co-ordinates to direct your friends
to the hidden treasure.

Find/learn a song or poem about
the seaside/pirates. Learn it off by
heart ready to perform to the class.

Make a pair of sunglass using the
items you have at home.
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